[1] Recent studies have shown that low energy ions constitute a significant part of the total ion population in the Earth's magnetosphere. In this study, we have used a comprehensive data set with measurements of cold (total energy less than 70 eV) ion velocity and density to determine their source. This data set is derived from Cluster satellite measurements combined with solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field measurements and geomagnetic indices. By using the guiding center equation of motion, we were able to calculate the trajectories and thus determine the source region of the cold ions. Our results show that the polar cap region is the primary source for cold ions. We also found that the expansion and contraction of the polar cap as a consequence of changes in solar wind parameters were correlated with the source region size and intensity of the cold ion outflow. Elevated outflow fluxes near the nightside auroral zone and the dayside cusps during disturbed conditions suggest that energy and particle precipitation from the magnetosphere or directly from the solar wind can enhance the outflow of cold ions from the ionosphere.
Introduction
[2] Every day, the Earth loses mass through ions escaping from polar ionosphere. The importance of this outflow as a supplier of plasma to the terrestrial magnetosphere, ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling, and even the evolution of atmosphere itself [Moore and Horwitz, 2007; Wei et al., 2012] , has been recognized for decades, and there are suggestions that the ionosphere alone is a sufficient source to account for the observed magnetospheric plasma population [Chappell et al., 1987] . Most of the knowledge come from in-situ observations made by particle detectors onboard spacecraft, and thus the earlier data sets were often dominated by ions with energy above tens of eV because a sunlit spacecraft is often positively charged to several tens of Volts.
[3] The cold ions, the very low energy part of the plasma population (energies below the equivalent spacecraft potential energy), exhibit some surprising features and even challenge the current picture about ion outflow. For example, cold ions can co-exist with hot ions in the plasma sheet [Seki et al., 2003] ; the escape rate of cold ions could be one order higher than that of hot ions on Earth [Engwall et al., 2009a; Peterson et al., 2006] , and also on Mars and Venus [Dubinin et al., 2011] . What has become clear is that it is time to renew the picture of ion outflow by investigating and then integrating the nature of cold ions to the whole picture [André and Cully, 2012] .
[4] Earlier studies [e.g., Yau and André, 1997; Moore and Horwitz, 2007] , have shown that there are several important source regions for the outflow; the polar wind, the ion cleft and the auroral region. In addition, plasmaspheric plumes providing cold plasma sometimes also dominate the dayside magnetosphere [André and Cully, 2012] .
[5] Due to spacecraft charging effects, it has been difficult to measure the cold ions. And until recently, the cold plasma population was regarded as "hidden" [Chappell et al., 1987] . For this reason, quantitative studies about the source region of cold ion outflow as well as its response to solar wind, the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and geomagnetic activity have been rare.
[6] Recent advances in instrumentation and methodology, combined with more comprehensive measurements from Cluster and auxiliary data have provided far better opportunities to assess the role of the cold ions. In particular, it is now possible to obtain very accurate measurements of density [Lybekk et al., 2012] , and outflow velocity [Engwall et al., 2009b [Engwall et al., , 2009a of cold ions. Cluster also provides more accurate and more comprehensive convection measurements [Haaland et al., 2008] than earlier missions.
[7] In this work, we utilize these advantages to identify the primary source region of cold ionospheric outflow, and investigate how this source region changes with changing solar wind and geomagnetic conditions.
Cold Ion Outflow Measurements
[8] The data basis for this study was compiled by Engwall et al. [2009b Engwall et al. [ , 2009a and later also used by Haaland et al. [2012] to study the fate of cold ions of ionospheric origin. The data set is based on a combination of spacecraft potential, wake electric field and convection measurements to calculate the density and velocity of the outflowing cold ions. The measurements are obtained from the Electric Field and Wave instrument (EFW) [see Gustafsson et al., 2001] , the electron drift instrument (EDI) [see Paschmann et al., 2001] , and the 1 fluxgate magnetometer (FGM) [see Balogh et al., 1997] . The EDI instrument, which relies on the detection of an artificially emitted electron beam, does not have a fixed time resolution, but provides a signal each time the beam hits the sensor. One such hit is used to determine the convective electric field. The concurrent spacecraft potential and the spin averaged E-field from EFW are then used to calculate the electron density and parallel velocity, respectively.
[9] In the cold tenuous plasma of the polar cap and lobe regions, the spacecraft potential, V sc , typically exceeds the equivalent bulk kinetic energy (E k ) of the ions, which on the other hand is larger than the thermal energy of the ions. Under such conditions, a large wake forms behind the spacecraft [Eriksson et al., 2006] . By combining data from EFW and EDI, this wake can be detected and used to derive the full velocity vector of the flowing ions [Engwall et al., 2009b [Engwall et al., , 2009a .
[10] It is not possible to distinguish between different ion species with this method. Since the velocity determination relies on the identification of this wake, for the same velocity, the heavier ions with higher kinetic energy can penetrate into the wake. Thus the method is typically more sensitive to protons than to heavier ions. In the following, we therefore assume that the ions are H+, although heavy ion outflow can be significant, in particular during disturbed magnetospheric conditions.
[11] The cold plasma density can be derived from the spacecraft potential by noting that a functional dependence between ambient electron density and the spacecraft potential exists [e.g., Pedersen et al., 2001] . In the polar cap and lobe regions, the spacecraft potential can reach values up to 60-70 V. When referring to "cold ions", we therefore mean ions with kinetic energies up to 70 eV and typical thermal energies of a few eV.
[12] For a more detailed description of the methodology, as well as an assessment of its accuracy, we refer to the original publication by Engwall et al. [2009a] .
[13] In addition to cold density and velocity, we also make use of the magnetic field as well as auxiliary parameters such as solar wind measurements and geomagnetic activity indices to study correlations. In total, we have approximately 180 000 measurements, taken in the period July to November for each of the years 2001-2005. 3. Tracing Methodology [14] With knowledge about spacecraft position as well as parallel and perpendicular velocity of the cold ions, we can trace the ions back to their origin in the ionosphere (see Figure 1 ), using the guiding center equations of motion [Northrop, 1963] . Assuming conserved flux along a magnetic field line, we can also determine the flux in the source region.
[15] For our purpose, the first order guiding center equation of motion given in Northrop [1963] can be somewhat simplified. First, in the regions considered here, i.e., the polar caps and lobe regions at 4-19 Re altitude, the magnetic field lines can be assumed to be equipotential. Acceleration due to parallel electric fields is therefore not relevant, but the convection enters the equation of motion. Since we do not know the magnetic moments of the ions, it is not possible to assess acceleration due to mirror forces. The parallel velocity at low altitudes may thus be overestimated and travel time underestimated in our calculations. Since the ionospheric convection is typically a few 100 m/s, this will not have any significant impact on the footpoint, however. The total parallel acceleration of the particles therefore reduces to
where VẼ is the convection velocity,b is a unit vector along the magnetic field, and g k is the component of gravity along the magnetic field.
[16] The first term of equation (1) represents the centrifugal acceleration [Cladis, 1986] . Nilsson et al. [2010] investigated the influence of the centrifugal acceleration on the cold ions in the same data set as we use, and found typical values of a few m/s 2 . In our calculations, we have used magnetic field values from the TS05 [Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005] magnetic field model. The model has been properly parameterized with the prevailing solar wind, IMF and activity indices. At a given point along the ion's trajectory, the convection velocity, Ṽ E , is derived from EDI measurements, and is scaled by the corresponding model magnetic field,B:
where V E;sc and Bs c are convection velocity and magnetic field measured at the spacecraft position, respectively.
[17] Figure 2 shows a typical example of calculated values along the trajectory of an ion starting out at 1000 km altitude in the southern polar cap ionosphere and detected by Cluster at about 9 Re altitude in the southern hemisphere lobe.
[18] Close to Earth, the magnetic field is strong (approximately 37 000 nT), with a low convection velocity. As a result, the centrifugal acceleration is still negligible, and the equation of motion is still dominated by gravity. Above approximately 1.5 Re altitude, the centrifugal acceleration starts to dominate, and the ion is effectively accelerated Figure 1 . Schematic diagram showing the tracing technique. For every cold ion recorded, its acceleration along the magnetic field line and convection velocity can be calculated to trace the cold ion along its trajectory, all the way back to topside ionosphere. The final landing point in the ionosphere is defined as the source region.
outwards from the ionosphere and into the magnetosphere. For this particular example, the maximum acceleration is reached around 7.5 Re altitude. Further tailward, the magnetic field tends to straighten out, and the effect of centrifugal acceleration starts to subside, but still remains positive. The ion will therefore continue to be accelerated as it travels outwards through the lobes.
Source Regions
[19] Approximately 104 000 observations could be traced back to the ionosphere using the above method. (For the remaining cases, the tracing failed or suggested a source region outside the ionosphere.) From those 104 000 cases, 58 418 cases were traced back to the northern hemisphere and 45 564 cases were traced back to the southern hemisphere.
[20] Figure 3 shows maps of the source regions for three different levels of geomagnetic activity for the northern and southern hemisphere respectively. Each pixel in these maps represents the average flux from all measurements within a roughly 65 000 km 2 source area at 1000 km altitude. An altitude corrected geomagnetic coordinate system (AACGM) [see Baker and Wing, 1989] has been used.
[21] As a measure of geomagnetic activity, we have chosen to use the Disturbed Storm Time (Dst) index. This 1 hour index is a proxy for the total energy in the Earth's ring current, and is mainly modulated by geomagnetic storms -i.e., processes with time scales of hours to days. The long transport times involved in cold ion outflow combined with the focus on global activity makes this index more suitable than e.g., the Auroral Electrojet (AE) index used to characterize short time, localized phenomena such as auroral activity and bursty bulk flow transport in the magnetotail. However, there is often a strong mutual correlation between the various activity indices, and also solar wind parameters [e.g., Förster et al., 2007] . As demonstrated in Table 1 , both the AE and Kp indices, and also the IMF Bz index, behave consistently with Dst, and our results would not have been fundamentally different if we had chosen any of these parameters as a proxy for geomagnetic activity.
[22] Disturbed periods are typically associated with a southward directed IMF, enhanced magnetospheric convection and enhanced transfer of energy and momentum from the solar wind to the magnetosphere. Conversely, quiet magnetospheric periods are usually associated with a northward directed IMF and stagnant magnetospheric convection. To ensure sufficient statistics, we have classified periods with positive Dst values as geomagnetically quiet, Dst values below À20 nT as disturbed, and anything in between as moderate.
[23] Two distinct properties of the source region are immediately apparent from Figure 3 . First, the source area is much larger for moderate and disturbed conditions than for quiet conditions. Second, during disturbed conditions (Figures 3c and 3f) , two distinct regions of higher fluxes emerge in the northern and southern hemisphere, respectively. Below, we discuss these results in some detail.
Size of the Source Area
[24] The polar cap size, i.e., the region of open magnetic flux is known to change with changing energy input from the solar wind, in particular the orientation of the IMF. In general, a southward directed IMF will enhance the dayside reconnection and open more flux -as a consequence, the polar cap region will expand to lower latitudes [e.g., Sotirelis et al., 1998 ]. Likewise, a northward directed IMF will lead to a contraction of the polar cap region. For extended periods with a strong northward IMF, there are even indications that the polar cap disappears almost completely [Zhang et al., 2009] .
[25] Figure 3 suggests a source area centered within the polar cap around 75 latitude for quiet conditions, and a larger source region, expanding equatorward of 70 latitude for moderate and disturbed conditions. In their calculation of the total cold outflow, Engwall et al. [2009b Engwall et al. [ , 2009a assumed a fixed polar cap boundary located at 70 magnetic latitude. From the above results, their choice seems to be reasonable, although perhaps not representative for very quiet magnetospheric conditions.
[26] Table 1 (next to last column) shows the calculated sizes of the source area for each panel of Figure 3 . This area is obtained by integrating the areas of the colored pixels in the figure. For the northern hemisphere, the area of the source region increases by almost a factor of 2, and the total outflow rate (Table 1 , last column) increases by a factor of 3 between quiet and disturbed conditions (the areas of outflow region during quiet times may be underestimated due to lack of data coverage in the post midnight sector, though). The outflow rates seem to be slightly lower in the southern hemisphere. One plausible explanation for this asymmetry is that the data set is slightly shifted towards southern hemisphere winter conditions (and thus less sunlight and ionization).
[27] The fact that the expansion and contraction of the polar cap are reproduced by our results, suggests that the cold ions observed by Cluster primarily emanate from the polar cap regions. By contrast, Lockwood et al. [1985] , studying outflow of O + , found the cusp/cleft area to be the most pronounced source region. Other studies, [e.g., Yau and André 1997, Table I ] suggest that the auroral region has the largest outflow rates for both H + and O + .
Morphology of the Outflow
[28] Without any detailed knowledge about the source region, Engwall et al. [2009b Engwall et al. [ , 2009a assumed a homogeneous source when they calculated their total outflow rates. From Figures 3c and 3f , showing source maps for disturbed conditions, we clearly see structures in the source region.
[29] In the northern hemisphere (Figure 3c ), we observe a higher fluxes in the midnight sector, with peak around 72 , a region where one would expect some auroral activity. The observed elevated nightside fluxes seem to co-locate with large scale features seen in synoptic maps of average auroral luminosity presented, e.g. in Liou et al. [2001] . The peak fluxes are almost an order of magnitude higher than the more homogeneous regions on the dayside and central polar cap. Auroral precipitation is known to enhance ionization, and may lead to a higher production also of cold ions. Alternatively, auroral activity may favor the mechanisms enabling the cold ions to escape. This region of elevated flux near the auroral zone is less pronounced in the southern hemisphere.
[30] In the southern hemisphere, we observe a similar distinct region of elevated fluxes near the expected cusp/cleft region [e.g., Chen et al., 1998] . A similar, but smaller and less pronounced region of elevated fluxes is also apparent in the northern hemisphere around [72] [73] [74] latitude. This is a region in which plasma from the Sun can have direct access to the upper atmosphere, and is thus normally associated with ions of higher energies and temperatures than the cold plasma discussed here. The enhanced flux of cold ions can probably be explained by mechanisms similar to those in the auroral zone.
[31] The apparent north-south asymmetry in Figure 3 can partly be attributed to the spacecraft orbit: During disturbed conditions, the ions, in particular from the nightside, will be transported faster downtail and not always reach the spacecraft altitude. Since observations are on average taken 2 Re higher above the southern hemisphere polar cap, the auroral zone is less pronounced in this hemisphere. Conversely, ions emanating from the dayside will travel to higher altitudes before being convected downtail. Dayside structures are therefore more distinct in the southern hemisphere.
Summary
[32] We have used a comprehensive set of measurements from the high altitude polar cap and lobe regions to study the outflow of cold ions from the ionosphere. The measurements cover ion energies up to approximately 70 eV, and are obtained from 5 years of Cluster observations. The data set spans a wide range of solar wind conditions and allows for sorting into subsets.
[33] By tracing the observations down to the topside ionosphere, we have been able to generate maps of the source regions for different geomagnetic activity levels. The main results can be summarized as follows:
[34] 1. For quiet and moderate magnetospheric conditions, the primary source of the cold ions observed by Cluster in the magnetotail seems to be the polar cap regions rather than the auroral zone or cusp/cleft areas.
[35] 2. During disturbed magnetospheric conditions, we observe elevated fluxes near the nightside auroral region and dayside cusp region. This suggests enhanced ionization and/ or a more effective transport of cold ions from these regions during active periods.
[36] 3. The size of the source region varies with geomagnetic activity. During geomagnetic quiet conditions, the size of the source is 2-3 times smaller than for intermediate or disturbed conditions. This behavior is consistent with polar cap expansion and contraction, and suggests that the polar cap region is the primary source for the cold ion outflow.
[37] 4. The total outflow rate from each hemisphere varies by a factor 3 with geomagnetic activity level, with outflow rates up to 1 Â 10 26 ions/s for disturbed conditions.
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